
How to Plan and Lead 

Productive Meetings

A Meeting Guide



ManageAgendaLogistics

SCHEDULE

Offer times that are convenient for attendees 

Use scheduling apps to make planning easy (we use Doodle)

Send calendar invite to attendees (see calendar checklist below)

Send follow-up email to confirm RSVP's

Goldilocks Rule: Not too small, not too big 

Is there parking available? 

Accessible to all? Consider handicapped access and if 

attendees are using public transport

Avoid seating that creates power dynamics 

Do not use long tables or auditorium style seating

Arrange seating in a circle, square, or horseshoe shape. 

Use small groups to build relationship and boost creativity.

VENUE SET-UP

Electronic Calendar Checklist

Clearly titled with subject or group name 

Includes all attachments

Lists venue address & room number

Parking instructions (if necessary)

Schedule multiple automatic reminders 

for attendants 

SCHEDULE

VENUE

SET-UP
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Logistics ManageAgenda

Productive  meetings  are  built  around  agendas  that  are—  
 

             WELL-PLANNED           SPECIFIC            TRANSPARENT

Identify any votes or decisions that will 

be made during the . 

Plan how long you'll spend on each item 

and include that time for each item. 

Conflicts of interest are inevitable. 

Normalize and discuss them openly. 

Send out the agenda at least three days 

before the meeting. Send earlier if the 

agenda is part of a packet. 

Remind participants to come prepared 

Define and follow a process to add

agenda items  (i.e."Speak to organizer

four days before meeting").

Inform roles - Who "we" are in this 

conversation (are you deciders, 

informers, dialogue-rs?). Label it

LET'S  TALK  ABOUT  THE  PACKET

Reports are concise, clear, and accurate. 

Information is useful and understood by the attendees.

If handouts are not sent ahead of time, give 5-10 minutes at top of 

meeting for attendants to read.

Verbal reports are question-based, not just informative - Do you have any 

questions does not count.
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Set the bar high.   
 

Logistics Agenda Manage

Start on time. End on time.

Manage participation.

Keep a record of the meeting.

1
1

Watch others' non-verbals.

Ask an open-ended question and then pause.  Allow silence.

Respectfully include all voices in the conversation. 

Self-monitor. If you are the one who speaks the most, stop.

Make sure everyone is included. Are the quiet ones disconnected or 

waiting for an invitation to speak?

2

Respectfully keep people on task.

"We scheduled 5 minutes and it's been 7. Do we agree to keep going 

or should we table this conversation?" 

Consider the above question's impact on the agenda.

Use appropriate non-verbals to regain control of a conversation (try the 

 Hand Trick below). 

3
Designate a recorder to take minutes—NOT the meeting leader.

Clearly document action steps and decisions made. 

Send out minutes timely and twice: once within 24 hours and once with 

the next meeting's agenda. 

Think of it as a hand raise, but instead of going up in the 

air, you move your hand flat across the table. Extend your 

arm ahead of you, palm on the table. Maintain that pose 

and make eye contact with your peers. This signal 

typically results in the speaker wrapping up his or her 

words and the group's attention turning to you.

HAND TRICK

Plan the best and live up to it. 
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Strategies to Promote Innovative Meetings

UNPLUG
1 Keep a basket at the door to hold cell phones until the meeting is over.

GO PAPERLESS
3 Cut out the paper. Use a white board for notes or use collaborative apps to 

share the agenda and working materials.

LEVERAGE CONNECTIONS
4 Utilize collaborative apps that encourage attendants to use their mobile devices 

as engagement tools

CLEAR THE CLUTTER
5 Remove tables from the room to promote openness.

COLOR OUTSIDE THE LINES
6 Provide adult coloring books to jumpstart creative thinking, promote active 

listening, increase information retention, & decompress stress.

OFF THE CLOCK
7 Start at an unconventional time. Weird times are more memorable and can help 

to reduce tardiness.

ROUND ROBIN
8 Hold round robin conversations to gather more perspectives

VOTE HERE
9 Use sticky dots to "vote" and voice opinions; creates a visual that reinforces 

consensus in the room.

BREAK IT DOWN
10 Separate into small groups to dialogue, then come back together and have 

each group share the key points of their conversations.

STAY ON YOUR TOES
2 Have a standing meeting for all who are able to stand.
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